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Fixed income markets have been shaken from a state of 
relative calm that has persisted over the past few months as a 
number of global central banks have signaled varying degrees 
of hawkish policy shifts while re-emphasizing that reflation is 
on the way. 

As a result, we have seen a spike in global sovereign yields, 
with certain key rates breaking out of recent trading ranges. 
The Canadian 10Y at its peak added more than 45 basis points 
(bps) over the past month to reach a yield of 1.93%. The U.K. 
and German 10Y notes added nearly 40 bps to 1.30% and 
0.60%, respectively, while the U.S. 10Y gained 26 bps to touch 
2.35%. 

The key amongst those to note is perhaps the German 10Y, 
which broke above the 0.50% level that has held for nearly 
18 months, and it was the news out of the European Central 
Bank in late June that initially triggered the recent selloff in 
sovereign bonds. 

Policy shifts at the major central banks mean that it’s likely 
to be the beginning of the end for emergency-level monetary 
policy stances; below we recap recent developments and our 
outlook going forward:

• European Central Bank: As mentioned, it was ECB 
President Mario Draghi who initially spooked markets 
by opening the door to withdrawing monetary policy 
stimulus. That took another step forward on July 13 amid 
headlines that the bank intends to announce plans to 
gradually wind down its asset purchase program at the 
September meeting, while the market is pricing rate hikes 
in 2018. 
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A  c l o s e r  l o o k

The past month has presented a sea change in global central bank policies amid numerous hawkish 
policy shifts. But with most major banks now seemingly rowing in the same direction toward higher rates, 
are markets finally on the cusp of sustained higher yields?
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German 10Y Bund breaks above key level, boosting global 
yields
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• Bank of England: The BoE is juggling the need for higher 
interest rates due to rising inflation from a weakening 
currency, against the need for potential stimulus to fight 
any economic ills as a result of the ongoing Brexit process. 
For now, the bank is hoping that hawkish talk will be 
enough to support the pound, but a hawkish bias to policy 
remains.  

• Bank of Canada: The BoC raised rates for the first time in 
seven years by 25 bps, with another expected by year-end 
by RBC Capital Markets.

And with the Fed steadily into its monetary policy tightening 
process, it now appears that global central banks are paddling 
in the same direction for the first time in years. 

But does this mean that the stars are aligned for a sustained 
trend higher in global yields? As the Fed has learned, 
removing emergency-level policies is the relatively easy part—
normalizing policy is a long and winding road. 

10Y Bund in the driver’s seat
In our view, markets have a pretty clear understanding of 
where the Fed stands in its policy normalization process, 
leaving the ECB as the central bank focal point and likely to 
dictate the direction of global yields. 

The top chart shows the close correlation of the U.S. 10Y 
Treasury and the German 10Y Bund. Prior to the election, 
the U.S. 10Y note traded at a remarkably steady 160 bps over 
the German 10Y; after the election this jumped to 200 bps on 
expectations for fiscal stimulus out of Washington. Now that 
those expectations have faded, we expect a return toward the 
previous yield advantage. 

What does this mean for U.S. investors and our existing view 
that the 10Y is likely to hold below 2.60% for the balance of the 
year? Even if the German 10Y keeps climbing to 1%, adding our 
160 bps target would mean a U.S. 10Y yield of, as it happens, 
2.60%. But RBC Capital Markets currently expects the German 
10Y Bund to end 2017 at 0.60%.

Yellen—again—offers up reality check
Fed Chair Janet Yellen gave her semiannual testimony in 
front of Congress on July 12 and 13, and while little of it was 
anything not previously known, the markets seemed to latch 
onto Yellen’s dovish comment that “because the neutral rate is 
currently quite low by historical standards, the federal funds 
rate would not have to rise all that much further to get to a 
neutral policy stance.” The bottom chart attempts to show this 
dynamic and that currently the real Fed Funds rate is already 
nearly on top of the “neutral rate”—suggesting little need 
for rate hikes at the moment as the Fed still wants to remain 
somewhat accommodative. To be sure, the Fed expects the 
“neutral rate” to trend higher, but for now this was a dovish 
bone thrown to the market.  

Source - RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg; data period 7/12/15 through 
7/12/17

What do rising global yields mean for U.S. Treasury yields?
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In our view, we don’t see this as a return of the reflation trade 
that swept markets at the end of 2016, nor the beginning of a 
sustained move higher in yields. Major central banks will be 
potentially moving in the direction of higher rates, but the 
challenges that the Fed has faced in raising rates await them—
and it will continue to be a slow and gradual process for all. 

We continue to believe that bond market selloffs, and higher 
yields, are buying opportunities for fixed income investors, and 
that any steepening in yield curves should be capitalized upon 
by extending out further on yield curves. 
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improving business investment and strong consumption 
in Canada while recognizing the large impact household 
spending has had this year. These as well as a continued 
improving global growth outlook were the reasons behind 
the upgraded GDP outlook. The BoC also stated that 
the recent inflation weakness is temporary and expects 
inflation to start to rise as excess capacity is absorbed. 

• BoC Governor Stephen Poloz and Senior Deputy 
Governor Carolyn Wilkins painted a cautiously 
optimistic picture during the press conference after 
the rate decision, with the statement focusing on the 
encouraging economic data and the governing council’s 
growing confidence in the outlook for growth and 
inflation, while highlighting the risks to both. Following 
the decision, the Government of Canada curve flattened 
(driven by short-term bond yields moving higher) as 
investors assessed the likely next move for the BoC. The 
Canadian dollar rallied against the U.S. dollar, reaching 
its highest level in a year. 

• Given the flattening of the Canadian yield curve since early 
June, we believe investors should look to add high-quality 
bonds in the 3- to 6-year part of the curve. The flatter 
curve makes extension trades from shorter maturities 
into 6- to 10-year bonds less compelling than earlier this 
year. In terms of preferred shares, the increase in yields 
is supportive of rate-reset and floating rate preferred 
shares because it increases the cash flow profile of these 
instruments beyond the first call date. With roughly 75% 
of the preferred share market comprised of rate-resets and 
floaters, higher rates are a positive development for the 
broader preferred share market.

U n i t e d  S t a t e s 

Kelly Bogdanov – San Francisco    

• The U.S. stock market continues to be more focused on 
corporate earnings and economic trends, along with 
monetary policy nuances, than the persistent political 
drama in Washington. The setup for Q2 earnings is 
positive, in our view. The S&P 500 consensus forecast has 
drifted down to 7.8% y/y from 10.2% when the quarter 
began, according to Thomson Reuters I/B/E/S, which is 
typical at this stage of the cycle. This is a lower and easier 
bar to clear. Thus far there have been very few major 
earnings warnings of consequence. We believe the S&P 
500 should be able to exceed the consensus forecast by 
2–4 percentage points, reaching roughly 10%–12% y/y, 
due to the dearth of high-profile warnings, combined 
with a relatively sturdy domestic and global economic 
foundation and the dollar’s decline during the quarter. 
Excluding the Energy sector, which analysts expect to 
surge in the mid-triple digits following last year’s deep 
losses, we believe S&P 500 earnings growth could end 
up around 6%–8% y/y—not bad considering the U.S. 
economy is still running below breakout speed.

• We anticipate earnings growth for companies with a 
high proportion of overseas revenue will exceed that of 
domestically-oriented firms for three reasons:  
(1) Overseas economies have improved, whereas the U.S. 
has remained near trend. (2) Many overseas economies 
and the companies that do business there are more 
sensitive to changes in economic trends than companies 
with significant U.S. revenue. (3) The 4.7% decline in the 
U.S. Dollar Index during Q2 should provide an additional 
earnings boost for U.S.-based multinationals that sell 
goods and services overseas.

C a n a d a 

Diana Di Luca – Toronto

• The Bank of Canada (BoC) hiked the overnight lending 
rate for the first time in seven years, by 25 basis points, 
to 0.75%. The statement accompanying the BoC’s decision 
and Monetary Policy Report highlighted that Canadian 
growth for the next three years is expected to moderate but 
remain above potential. The BoC upgraded its forecasts 
for Canadian GDP growth in 2017 and 2018 to 2.8% (from 
2.6%) and 2.0% (from 1.9%), respectively, and lowered the 
2019 forecast to 1.6% (from 1.8%). The BoC also pulled 
forward its expectation that the output gap will close 
“around the end of 2017,” sooner than the first half of 
2018, which it anticipated back in April. The BoC cited 

Source - RBC Wealth Management, FactSet; data through 7/12/17; P/E 
data based on bottom-up consensus 2017 estimates; top third defined as 
the 33% of S&P 500 companies with the greatest percentage exposure to 
international revenues, bottom two-thirds defined as the 67% of the S&P 500 
with the smallest percentage of international revenues.

Investors are pricing in a slight premium for greater 
international exposure
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E u r o p e 

Frédérique Carrier & Thomas McGarrity – London 

• U.K. unemployment fell to 4.5% from 4.6%. Although 
slack continues to reduce in the U.K. labour market, RBC 
Capital Markets does not believe it is enough to trigger 
an interest rate hike by the Bank of England (BoE) in 
August. Weak average household income is a key factor, 
with negative real income growth as a result of inflation 
outstripping wage increases.   

• The latest U.K. economic data was cheerless, with 
the manufacturing, industrial production (IP), and 
construction sectors all seeing output contract in May 
versus consensus expectations for a modest expansion. 
Manufacturing declined 0.2% m/m versus forecasts for 
a rise of 0.5%, while IP fell 0.1% m/m, and is now down 
0.2% y/y. Construction output fell 1.2% m/m, below 
expectations of 0.7% growth. 

• We still believe that slowing consumer spending being 
offset by other components of demand, as some members 
of the BoE’s Monetary Policy Committee have asserted, 
is unlikely to materialize. We also remain cautious 
around the prospects for U.K. consumers given the 
aforementioned wage pressures. RBC Capital Markets sees 
marginal downside risk to its Q2 GDP forecast of 0.4% q/q 
growth. 

• The eurozone’s positive economic momentum 
continued, with industrial output hitting its highest level 
in six months in May. Production rose 1.3% m/m, ahead 
of the consensus forecast of 1%. Barring a very sharp 
contraction in June, which seems unlikely given the recent 

strong business survey data, the industrial sector is on 
course to make a positive contribution to Q2 euro area 
GDP growth. 

• European industrial companies have reaped the benefit of 
the global economic pickup and strong domestic demand. 
Unsurprisingly, the STOXX 600 Industrial Goods and 
Services Index has been one of the best-performing year 
to date, up 12% versus the STOXX Europe 600’s 7% gain. 
Given the good performance and increasing consensus 
expectations, we prefer industrial companies with growth 
supported by not only cyclical factors, but also structural 
growth drivers.

A s i a  P a c i f i c

Yufei Yang – Hong Kong

• Samsung Electronics (005930 KS) hit a record high after 
posting its best-ever quarterly operating profit. Operating 
income rose 72% to 14T won ($12B) in the quarter ended 
June, the company said in preliminary results. Revenue rose 
18% to 60T won. The robust numbers were driven by an 
extremely strong semiconductor business and Samsung’s 
latest flagship mobile phone. Samsung has a dominant 
position in memory chips and it planned to invest an 
additional $18.6B in its semiconductor operations. We 
believe the strong reception for the Galaxy S8 signals that 
the company has moved past the Galaxy Note 7 issue. Its 
recall wiped out Samsung’s Q3 profit last year. Detailed 
earnings results are expected to be released later this month. 

• China trade data accelerated as global demand continues 
to recover. In dollar terms, exports increased 11.3% in June, 
compared to the 8.9% consensus forecast and 8.7% in May. 
Imports jumped 17.2%, mainly driven by iron ore and 
other commodities. The trade surplus was $42.8B for the 
month. Foreign reserves remained stable at $3.057T in June.

• China’s state-owned Cosco Shipping Holdings (1919 HK) 
offered $6.3B to buy Orient Overseas International (316 
HK). The HK$78.67 bid price was a 49% premium based 
on the 20-day average trading price. A Cosco-Orient 
combination would create the world’s third-largest 
shipping company, after Denmark’s A.P. Moller-Maersk A/S 
and France’s CMA CGM SA. The family of Tung Chee-hwa, 
the first chief executive of Hong Kong, holds about 69% of 
Orient Overseas.

• NetLink NBN Trust (NETLINK SP) raised $1.7B in 
Singapore’s largest IPO in more than six years. The trust 
is the broadband unit of Singapore Telecommunications 
(also known as Singtel). Singapore Telecommunications, 
Southeast Asia’s largest telco, still owns 24.99% post IPO. 
NetLink will start trading on July 19.

Source - RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg; data through 7/13/17
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Data as of July 13, 2017

Source - Bloomberg. Note: Equity returns do not include dividends, except for the German DAX and Brazilian Ibovespa. Bond yields in local currencies. Copper 
Index data and U.S. fixed income returns as of Wednesday’s close. Dollar Index measures USD vs. six major currencies. Currency rates reflect market convention 
(CAD/USD is the exception). Currency returns quoted in terms of the first currency in each pairing. Data as of 8:35 pm GMT 7/13/17. 

Examples of how to interpret currency data: CAD/USD 0.78 means 1 Canadian dollar will buy 0.78 U.S. dollar. CAD/USD 5.6% return means the Canadian dollar 
rose 5.6% vs. the U.S. dollar year to date. USD/JPY 113.25 means 1 U.S. dollar will buy 113.25 yen. USD/JPY -3.2% return means the U.S. dollar fell 3.2% vs. the 
yen year to date. 

Commodities (USD) Price MTD YTD 1 yr 2 yr

Gold (spot $/oz) 1,218.12 -1.9% 5.7% -9.3% 5.2%

Silver (spot $/oz) 15.73 -5.4% -1.2% -22.7% 1.4%

Copper ($/metric ton) 5,879.50 -0.8% 6.5% 19.5% 5.5%

Oil (WTI spot/bbl) 46.08 0.1% -14.2% 3.0% -11.7%

Oil (Brent spot/bbl) 48.39 1.0% -14.8% 4.6% -16.4%

Natural Gas ($/mmBtu) 2.97 -2.3% -20.4% 8.3% 3.5%

Govt bonds (bps chg) Yield MTD YTD 1 yr 2 yr

U.S. 10-Yr Tsy 2.343% 3.9 -10.2 86.8 -11.1

Canada 10-Yr 1.910% 14.8 18.9 90.7 22.0

U.K. 10-Yr 1.302% 4.5 6.3 55.7 -81.7

Germany 10-Yr 0.603% 13.7 39.5 66.5 -25.2

Fixed Income (returns) Yield MTD YTD 1 yr 2 yr

U.S. Aggregate 2.55% 0.1% 2.3% -0.8% 6.1%

U.S. Invest Grade Corp 3.18% 0.1% 3.9% 1.0% 11.0%

U.S. High Yield Corp 5.69% 0.0% 5.0% 10.0% 14.5%

Currencies Rate MTD YTD 1 yr 2 yr

U.S. Dollar Index 95.7650 0.1% -6.3% -0.5% -1.1%

CAD/USD 0.7859 1.9% 5.6% 2.0% 0.1%

USD/CAD 1.2724 -1.9% -5.3% -2.0% -0.1%

EUR/USD 1.1399 -0.2% 8.4% 2.8% 3.6%

GBP/USD 1.2943 -0.6% 4.9% -1.6% -16.4%

AUD/USD 0.7732 0.6% 7.3% 1.6% 4.4%

USD/JPY 113.2500 0.8% -3.2% 8.4% -8.2%

EUR/JPY 129.1000 0.5% 5.0% 11.4% -4.9%

EUR/GBP 0.8808 0.4% 3.2% 4.4% 24.0%

EUR/CHF 1.1025 0.7% 2.8% 0.9% 5.5%

USD/SGD 1.3742 -0.1% -5.0% 2.0% 1.3%

USD/CNY 6.7835 0.0% -2.3% 1.4% 9.3%

USD/MXN 17.6778 -2.4% -14.7% -3.7% 12.6%

USD/BRL 3.2078 -3.0% -1.5% -1.7% 2.4%

M A R K ET  S CO R E C A R D

Equities (local currency) Level MTD YTD 1 yr 2 yr

S&P 500 2,447.83 1.0% 9.3% 13.7% 16.6%

Dow Industrials (DJIA) 21,553.09 1.0% 9.1% 17.3% 19.9%

NASDAQ 6,274.44 2.2% 16.6% 25.3% 23.7%

Russell 2000 1,425.66 0.7% 5.0% 18.7% 12.7%

S&P/TSX Comp 15,135.00 -0.3% -1.0% 4.4% 4.1%

FTSE All-Share 4,049.07 1.2% 4.5% 12.2% 10.3%

STOXX Europe 600 386.14 1.8% 6.8% 15.0% -2.6%

EURO STOXX 50 3,527.83 2.5% 7.2% 20.6% -1.7%

Hang Seng 26,346.17 2.3% 19.8% 23.6% 4.4%

Shanghai Comp 3,218.16 0.8% 3.7% 5.1% -18.9%

Nikkei 225 20,099.81 0.3% 5.2% 23.8% 0.0%

India Sensex 32,037.38 3.6% 20.3% 15.2% 14.6%

Singapore Straits Times 3,235.67 0.3% 12.3% 11.2% -2.3%

Brazil Ibovespa 65,178.35 3.6% 8.2% 19.4% 22.7%

Mexican Bolsa IPC 50,968.76 2.2% 11.7% 10.2% 13.3%

U P CO M I N G  E V E N T S

The dates reflect North American time zones. All data reflect Bloomberg consensus forecasts where available.

Fri, Jul 14 Sun, Jul 16 Tue, Jul 18, cont. Thu, Jul 20

Japan Industrial Production China Retail Sales (10.6% y/y) Eurozone CPI BoJ Meeting

U.S. CPI (0.1% m/m, 1.7% y/y) China Fixed Assets (8.5% y/y) Eurozone ZEW Surveys ECB Meeting

U.S. Core CPI China Industrial Production (6.5% y/y) Germany ZEW Surveys Euro Area Q1 Gov't Debt and Deficit

U.S. Real Avg. Weekly Earnings China Q2 GDP (6.8% y/y) U.K. CPI (2.8% y/y) Eurozone Consumer Confidence

U.S. Retail Sales (0.1% m/m) U.K. Rightmove House Prices U.K. House Price Index U.K. Retail Sales

U.S. Retail Sales Control Group Mon, Jul 17 U.S. NAHB Housing Market Index U.S. Leading Index (0.4% m/m)

U.S. Industrial Production (0.3% m/m) Canada Existing-Home Sales Wed, Jul 19 Wed, Jul 26

U.S. Capacity Utilization (76.8%) Tue, Jul 18 Japan Exports/Imports Fed Meeting

U.S. Univ. of Mich. Sentiment (95.0) ECB Bank Lending Survey U.S. Housing Starts (1.16M, 6.2% m/m)
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Risk Rating:
As of March 31, 2013, RBC Capital Markets, LLC suspends its Average 
and Above Average risk ratings. The Speculative risk rating reflects a 
security’s lower level of financial or operating predictability, illiquid 
share trading volumes, high balance sheet leverage, or limited 
operating history that result in a higher expectation of financial and/
or stock price volatility.

Valuation and Risks to Rating and Price Target
When RBC Wealth Management assigns a value to a company in a 
research report, FINRA Rules and NYSE Rules (as incorporated into 
the FINRA Rulebook) require that the basis for the valuation and 
the impediments to obtaining that valuation be described. Where 
applicable, this information is included in the text of our research 
in the sections entitled “Valuation” and “Risks to Rating and Price 
Target”, respectively.

The analyst(s) responsible for preparing this research report received 
compensation that is based upon various factors, including total 
revenues of RBC Capital Markets, LLC, and its affiliates, a portion of 
which are or have been generated by investment banking activities of 
the member companies of RBC Capital Markets, LLC and its affiliates.

Other Disclosures
Prepared with the assistance of our national research sources. 
RBC Wealth Management prepared this report and takes sole 
responsibility for its content and distribution. The content may have 
been based, at least in part, on material provided by our third-party 
correspondent research services. Our third-party correspondent 
has given RBC Wealth Management general permission to use 
its research reports as source materials, but has not reviewed or 
approved this report, nor has it been informed of its publication. Our 
third-party correspondent may from time to time have long or short 
positions in, effect transactions in, and make markets in securities 
referred to herein. Our third-party correspondent may from time to 
time perform investment banking or other services for, or solicit 
investment banking or other business from, any company mentioned 
in this report.

RBC Wealth Management endeavors to make all reasonable efforts 
to provide research simultaneously to all eligible clients, having 
regard to local time zones in overseas jurisdictions. In certain 
investment advisory accounts, RBC Wealth Management will act as 
overlay manager for our clients and will initiate transactions in the 
securities referenced herein for those accounts upon receipt of this 
report. These transactions may occur before or after your receipt of 
this report and may have a short-term impact on the market price of 
the securities in which transactions occur. RBC Wealth Management 
research is posted to our proprietary Web sites to ensure eligible 
clients receive coverage initiations and changes in rating, targets, 
and opinions in a timely manner. Additional distribution may be done 
by sales personnel via e-mail, fax, or regular mail. Clients may also 
receive our research via third-party vendors. Please contact your RBC 
Wealth Management Financial Advisor for more information regarding 
RBC Wealth Management research.

Conflicts Disclosure: RBC Wealth Management is registered with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission as a broker/dealer and an 
investment adviser, offering both brokerage and investment advisory 
services. RBC Wealth Management’s Policy for Managing Conflicts of 

Interest in Relation to Investment Research is available from us on 
our Web site at http://www.rbccm.com/GLDisclosure/PublicWeb/
DisclosureLookup.aspx?EntityID=2. Conflicts of interests related to 
our investment advisory business can be found in Part II of the Firm’s 
Form ADV or the Investment Advisor Group Disclosure Document. 
Copies of any of these documents are available upon request 
through your Financial Advisor. We reserve the right to amend or 
supplement this policy, Part II of the ADV, or Disclosure Document at 
any time.

The authors are employed by one of the following entities: RBC 
Wealth Management USA, a division of RBC Capital Markets, LLC, a 
securities broker-dealer with principal offices located in Minnesota 
and New York, USA; by RBC Dominion Securities Inc., a securities 
broker-dealer with principal offices located in Toronto, Canada; 
by RBC Investment Services (Asia) Limited, a subsidiary of RBC 
Dominion Securities Inc., a securities broker-dealer with principal 
offices located in Hong Kong, China; and by Royal Bank of Canada 
Investment Management (U.K.) Limited, an investment management 
company with principal offices located in London, United Kingdom.

Research Resources
This document is produced by the Global Portfolio Advisory 
Committee within RBC Wealth Management’s Portfolio Advisory 
Group. The RBC WM Portfolio Advisory Group provides support 
related to asset allocation and portfolio construction for the firm’s 
Investment Advisors / Financial Advisors who are engaged in 
assembling portfolios incorporating individual marketable securities. 
The Committee leverages the broad market outlook as developed by 
the RBC Investment Strategy Committee, providing additional tactical 
and thematic support utilizing research from the RBC Investment 
Strategy Committee, RBC Capital Markets, and third-party resources.

The Global Industry Classification Standard (“GICS”) was developed by and is 
the exclusive property and a service mark of MSCI Inc. (“MSCI”) and Standard 
& Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“S&P”) and is licensed for use by RBC. Neither 
MSCI, S&P, nor any other party involved in making or compiling the GICS or any 
GICS classifications makes any express or implied warranties or representations 
with respect to such standard or classification (or the results to be obtained by 
the use thereof), and all such parties hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of 
originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability and fitness for a particular 
purpose with respect to any of such standard or classification. Without limiting 
any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, S&P, any of their affiliates or any 
third party involved in making or compiling the GICS or any GICS classifications 
have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any 
other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such 
damages.

Disclaimer
The information contained in this report has been compiled by RBC Wealth 
Management, a division of RBC Capital Markets, LLC, from sources believed to 
be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by 
Royal Bank of Canada, RBC Wealth Management, its affiliates or any other person 
as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. All opinions and estimates 
contained in this report constitute RBC Wealth Management’s judgment as of 
the date of this report, are subject to change without notice and are provided 
in good faith but without legal responsibility. Past performance is not a guide 
to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original 
capital may occur. Every province in Canada, state in the U.S., and most countries 
throughout the world have their own laws regulating the types of securities and 
other investment products which may be offered to their residents, as well as 
the process for doing so. As a result, the securities discussed in this report may 
not be eligible for sale in some jurisdictions. This report is not, and under no 
circumstances should be construed as, a solicitation to act as securities broker or 
dealer in any jurisdiction by any person or company that is not legally permitted to 
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carry on the business of a securities broker or dealer in that jurisdiction. Nothing 
in this report constitutes legal, accounting or tax advice or individually tailored 
investment advice.  This material is prepared for general circulation to clients, 
including clients who are affiliates of Royal Bank of Canada, and does not have 
regard to the particular circumstances or needs of any specific person who may 
read it. The investments or services contained in this report may not be suitable 
for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment 
advisor if you are in doubt about the suitability of such investments or services. 
To the full extent permitted by law neither Royal Bank of Canada nor any of its 
affiliates, nor any other person, accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or 
consequential loss arising from any use of this report or the information contained 
herein. No matter contained in this document may be reproduced or copied by any 
means without the prior consent of Royal Bank of Canada. Additional information 
is available upon request.

To U.S. Residents: This publication has been approved by RBC Capital Markets, 
LLC, Member NYSE/FINRA/SIPC, which is a U.S. registered broker-dealer and 
which accepts responsibility for this report and its dissemination in the United 
States.  RBC Capital Markets, LLC, is an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of the 
Royal Bank of Canada and, as such, is a related issuer of Royal Bank of Canada. 
Any U.S. recipient of this report that is not a registered broker-dealer or a bank 
acting in a broker or dealer capacity and that wishes further information regarding, 
or to effect any transaction in, any of the securities discussed in this report, 
should contact and place orders with RBC Capital Markets, LLC.  International 
investing involves risks not typically associated with U.S. investing, including 
currency fluctuation, foreign taxation, political instability and different accounting 
standards.

To Canadian Residents: This publication has been approved by RBC Dominion 
Securities Inc. RBC Dominion Securities Inc.* and Royal Bank of Canada are 
separate corporate entities which are affiliated. *Member-Canadian Investor 
Protection Fund. ®Registered trademark of Royal Bank of Canada. Used under 
license. RBC Wealth Management is a registered trademark of Royal Bank of 
Canada. Used under license.

RBC Wealth Management (British Isles):  This publication is distributed by Royal 
Bank of Canada Investment Management (U.K.) Limited and RBC Investment 

Solutions (CI) Limited. Royal Bank of Canada Investment Management (U.K.) 
Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Reference 
number: 146504). Registered office: Riverbank House, 2 Swan Lane , London, 
EC4R 3BF, UK. RBC Investment Solutions (CI) Limited is regulated by the Jersey 
Financial Services Commission in the conduct of investment business in Jersey. 
Registered office: Gaspé House, 66-72 Esplanade, St Helier, Jersey JE2 3QT, 
Channel Islands, registered company number 119162.

To Hong Kong Residents: This publication is distributed in Hong Kong by Royal 
Bank of Canada, Hong Kong Branch which is regulated by the Hong Kong 
Monetary Authority and the Securities and Futures Commission (‘SFC’), RBC 
Investment Services (Asia) Limited and RBC Investment Management (Asia) 
Limited, both entities are regulated by the SFC.  Financial Services provided to 
Australia: Financial services may be provided in Australia in accordance with 
applicable law. Financial services provided by the Royal Bank of Canada, Hong 
Kong Branch are provided pursuant to the Royal Bank of Canada’s Australian 
Financial Services Licence (‘AFSL’) (No. 246521).   

To Singapore Residents: This publication is distributed in Singapore by the 
Royal Bank of Canada, Singapore Branch, a registered entity granted offshore 
bank licence by the Monetary  Authority of Singapore. This material has been 
prepared for general circulation and does not take into account the objectives, 
financial situation, or needs of any recipient. You are advised to seek indepen-
dent advice from a financial adviser before purchasing any product. If you do 
not obtain independent advice, you should consider whether the product is 
suitable for you. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. If you 
have any questions related to this publication, please contact the Royal Bank 
of Canada, Singapore Branch. Royal Bank of Canada, Singapore Branch accepts 
responsibility for this report and its dissemination in Singapore.
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